We present the first multi-frequency VLBA study of the quasar 0850+581 which appears to have a two-sided relativistic jet. Apparent velocity in the approaching jet changes from 3.4c to 7c with the separation from the core. The jet-to-counter-jet ratio of about 5 and apparent superluminal velocities suggest that the observing angle of the inner jet is ≤ 17 • . It is likely that this orientation significantly changes downstream due to an interaction of the jet with the surrounding medium; signs of this are seen in polarization. A dense inhomogeneous Faraday screen is detected in the innermost regions of this quasar. We suggest that there is a presence of ionized gas in its nucleus, which might be responsible for the free-free absorption of the synchrotron emission in the jet and counter-jet at frequencies below 8.4 GHz. The experiment makes use of slowly varying instrumental polarisation factors (polarization leakage or D-terms) in time. We report application of the "D-term connection" technique for the calibration of an absolute orientation of electric vector position angle (EVPA) observed by VLBA at 4. 6, 5.0, 8.1, 8.4, 15.4, 22.3, and 43.3 GHz bands during the 2007-2011.
Introduction
Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are among the most interesting space objects: they host supermassive black holes, creating natural laboratories with extreme physical conditions. Good candidates to study this phenomenon are relativistic jets, ejected from the central regions of AGNs. They are produced by strong magnetic fields [1] , which give rise to synchrotron radiation, collimation, acceleration, plasma instabilities and other effects. Polarimetric Very Long Baseline Interferometric (VLBI) observations deliver a wealth of information on them and play a crucial role in the study of AGN jets.
The calibration of polarimetric VLBI observations is a challenge. These require (a) a good parallactic angle coverage for suitable calibrator to determine instrumental polarization and (b) comparison of its electric vector position angle (EVPA) orientationone defined within monitoring programs to calibrate absolute orientation of the polarization angle. Roberts et al. [2] that antenna-based right and left (R and L) circular polarization amplitudes and phases vary slowly with time at 5 and 8 GHz. They suggested to connect close-in-time leakage solutions to calibrate the absolute R-L phase difference, which makes it unnecessary to use appropriate calibrators or to compare EVPA with monitoring programs. Later, [3, 4] supported their results for observations at 22 and 43 GHz and showed the efficiency of this technique in increasing of calibration accuracy for individual experiments.
Here, we present time behavior (Section 2) of the D-term amplitudes and phases for the VLBA antennas from 4 to 43 GHz, obtained between 2008 and 2011. We used small temporal variability of these values to better estimate the R-L phase offset. This approach is justified for experiments with polarization calibrators, whose EVPA orientation changes quickly in time, while the closest available EVPA measures is a few weeks. Moreover, missed IFs or antennas still may be calibrated.
This approach is used to calibrate observational data of the quasar 0850+581, located at z = 1.318 and demonstrating unusual polarization properties. Study of the object was motivated by the results of opacity effect measures in 277 radio sources by [5] . The quasar showed the largest apparent frequency-dependent core shift in a sample between 2 and 8 GHz, which amounts to (1.35 ± 0.03) mas. For understanding of an underling physical processes and conditions in the source, we recorded our observations with the VLBA simultaneously at 4-43 GHz in full polarization mode in 2008. The object has not been studied before in detail. Here, we present first results of its observations, Section 3.
The angular scale of one mass corresponds to 8.45 pc, assuming cosmology with Hubble constant H 0 = 71 km/s/Mpc, the vacuum energy density Ω λ = 0.73 and matter density Ω M = 0.27.
Temporal Behavior of D-Term Amplitudes and Phases
The observations reported here represent a set of individual VLBA projects made at 4. [8] which cover the period from 2007 to 2011. The observations were calibrated within AIPS [9] , while polarization leakage parameters were estimated using the linear feed solution algorithm [3] , implemented within the LPCAL task. The bands at 4.6-8. The approximate time separation between ours and these measures is a few weeks and in some cases reaches six months. Because of this sparse time coverage, this work was initiated.
An example of R and L D-term phases and amplitudes for the PT antenna at 4.6 GHz (two IFs) and 15.4 GHz (four IFs) is shown in Figure 1 . The results for other antennas and frequencies are available upon request from E.K. As can be seen, leakage solutions stay stable for almost four years. To calibrate the single-epoch R-L phase difference we minimize the difference between D-term phases over all antennas and IFs and the average antenna-and IF-based solutions, determined by connecting all available epochs. The contribution of antennas with low SNR can be neglected, while they show larger variations in the D-term phases. The resulting accuracy in determining absolute EVPA is of 4 • , 3 • , 5 • and 7 • for 4.6-8.4 GHz, 15.4 GHz, 23.8 GHz and 43.4 GHz, respectively. These values are comparable to those reported by, e.g., [12, 13] , obtained using the same method. The values of uncertainties in our estimates mainly depend on sparse observations of calibrators, which we used to anchor absolute EVPA. Meanwhile, this technique is still very effective. Unfortunately, it is not applicable to observations made after upgrade of VLBA receivers. 
Quasar 0850+581

Jet Parameters and Kinematics
The twin-sided jet structure of the quasar has been revealed on VLBA Stokes I contours at 15.4-43.3 GHz. Meanwhile, the counter-jet is not visible at 4.6-8.4 GHz. The spectral index distribution in the core region (fee Figure 2) shows an inverted spectrum as expected for synchrotron self-absorbed emission. The emission of the counter-jet is optically thin and significantly steeper than in the approaching jet. The estimated ratio R of flux densities for the jet and counter-jet accounts for at least 5.0 ± 0.5. The results (given in Figure 3) show a linear increase in the velocity of the components with separation form the apparent jet base. Starting from (3.38 ± 0.04)c at 0.3 mas from the core, the apparent velocity reaches (7.0 ± 0.4)c 9 mas downstream. The preliminary results of the counter-jet structure show the presence of the two components, visible at three (CJ1) and five (CJ2) epochs of observations. Both of them are detected at 23.8 GHz, while CJ1 is two faint and invisible at 43.3 GHz. [14] and is shown by letters.
Linear Polarization
Linear polarization is not detected in the core and counter-jet, while it is visible in the approaching jet at all observed frequencies. The polarized intensity is displaced from the jet axis towards its approaching edge, as shown in Figure 2 for 15.4 GHz. The maximum degree of polarization accounts is (32 ± 3)% and is observed at the jet edge at 23.8 GHz. It points to the presence of a well ordered magnetic field in the quasar jet. Moreover, a closer look at this region at 43.4 GHz shows that the linear polarization that was detected there coincides with the point where Stokes I contours have distorted shape. While the jet significantly bends downstream, as discussed in Section 3.1, it is likely that this polarization picture is produced by interaction of the jet with its surrounding medium.
Faraday Rotation Measure
To perform Faraday rotation measure (RM) imaging we convolved the images at lower frequencies with the synthesized beam matched to the intermediate band of the used range of wavelengths. Comparing this to the conventional method, which uses the beam of lowest frequency, this approach minimizes smearing of the polarized intensity in a large beam at high frequencies, thus allowing the more precise location of the RM in the jet. We compare the results of these approaches on different sources and in different wavelength ranges. The analysis does not show discrepancy in the RM values between them, meanwhile the polarized contours that tapered with the intermediate beam are better reproduced in polarized intensity maps and convolved with their natural CLEAN beams.
The 0850+581 Faraday rotation measure was calculated over 4.6-8.4 and 8.1-23.8 GHz bands separately, and for higher range is shown in Figure 2 . EVPA follows linear dependence with the squared wavelength well. Meanwhile, fractional polarization increases towards shorter wavelengths. While we estimate the Faraday rotation ∼ 0.5 mas downstream the core region of −4500 rad/m 2 in the rest frame of the source, it reaches −1612 ± 102 rad/m 2 at the point with the highest degree of polarization (2 mas from the core), changes sign and increases to 270 ± 70 rad/m 2 downstream (3.5 mas from the core). Linear EVPA vs. λ behavior and change in EVPA of ∼ 60 • due to Faraday rotation at 20 GHz imply an external nature of magnetized medium relative to synchrotron emitting regions.
Discussion
The minimum component speed β min and maximum viewing angle θ max consistent with the estimated apparent velocity β app are given by
Substituting extreme observed speeds of 3.3c and 7c, this results in β min,3.3c ≥ 0.96, θ max,3.3c ≤ 34 • and β min,7c ≥ 0.99, θ max,7c ≤ 16 • , accordingly. The minimum jet to counter-jet flux density ratio can be estimated as
where β = 1. It results in R 3.3c ≥ 119 and R 7c ≥ 2400, considering zero spectral index. These estimates imply that the observed jet-to-counter-jet ratio of 5 is inconsistent with any of the observed apparent velocities. There are two plausible scenarios which might explain this: (a) the ejection of components in the vicinity of the nucleus occurs with lower velocities, while acceleration takes place further downstream and (b) the jet and counter-jet are seen at different viewing angles. We registered high values of rotation measure from the regions, located 0.5-2 mas away from the core, which in deprojection corresponds to 12-50 pc. This suggests the presence of dense ionized gas surrounding the nucleus of 0850+581. The large inclination angle of the jet makes it possible to observe this medium, as the synchrotron emission passes through it. This might be the disk wind, broad or narrow line regions [15] . Linear polarization profiles indicate that this medium is located close to the jet emitting regions, since the excess is seen at a location where the jet bends and interacts with the surrounding medium. We do not see significant changes in spectral index at this region, which implies that there are no opacity changes. This dense gas may be responsible for the free-free absorption, which affects the emission in the counter-jet at low frequencies. Meanwhile, the spectral index value at 5.0-15.4 GHz is 2 which is consistent with both free-free and synchrotron self absorption. The further analysis of brightness temperature distribution might make it possible to distinguish between them.
We will continue working with this quasar, as it has already shown a variety of unusual properties. The full results of this study will be published elsewhere.
